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ABSTRACT--- The structural properties, achromatic number 

and b-chromatic number of central graph of double star graph 

and triple star graph have been studied in [6]. In this paper, these 

studies have been carried out, for the central graph of any multi 

star graph and central graph of shadow graph of star graph and 

double star graph. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Graph theory and graph colouring have wide applications 

in physics, chemistry, social sciences, networking, VLSI 

circuits [ 4 ] and many other fields. 

A Star graph    is the bi partite graph       Themultistar 

graph                    is the graph got by adding

mnnn ,......, 21
 leaves respectively to the  vertices of the 

complete graph     The number of spanning trees of a 

specific family of multistar graph was studied by 

Nikolopoulous and Rondogiannis [3]. 

Consider a simple undirected graph G . To form its 

central graph )(GC  we introduce a new node on every 

edge of G  and join the non-adjacent nodes of G .In 1999, 

Irving and Manlove introduced the idea of b-chromatic 

number, which is the maximum value of k  for which G  

has a proper colouring with k colours in such a way that 

every colour is adjacent to every other colour. 

The achromatic number was introduced by Harary[1].An 

achromatic colouring is a proper vertex colouring such that 

each pair of colours is adjacent by at least one edge. The 

largest possible number of colours in an achromatic 

colouring of   is called the achromatic number of   and it is 

denoted by    . 
The concept of generalisation of achromatic colouring of 

graphs was studied by Roopesh and Thilagavathi[5],who 

proved that the achromatic number of the central graph of 

any simple graph G(V,E) with       is less than or equal 

to    . The achromatic and b- chromatic number of 

various graphs have been studied in [6,7,8] 

The Shadow graph  2( ), of a connected graph   is 

constructed by taking two copies of  , say  ′ and  ′′.Join 
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each vertex  ′ in  ′ to the neighbours of the corresponding 

vertex  ′ in  ′′.The following results have been discussed in 

[8]. 

The Structural Properties and the colouring of Central 

graph of Double Star Graph 

1. The number of vertices in the graph              is 

           

2. The number of edgesin the graph              is 

2

)4)(1( 


rnrn
q  

3. The maximum degree in the graph              
is         

4. For any Double Star graph           the achromatic 

number                        

5. For any Double Star graph           the b-chromatic 

number                        

The Structural Properties and the colouring of Central 

graph of Triple Star Graph 

1. The number of vertices in the graph                 
is              

2. The number of edgesinthe graph                 

is  
                  

 
 

3. The maximum degree in the graph                 
is           

4. For any Triple Star graph              the b-

chromatic number                        

    

5. For any Triple Star graph             the 

achromatic number                         

    

The generalisation of the above results to multi star 

graphs is discussed here. 

The Achromatic and b-chromatic number of Central graph 

of Multi Star graph 

Theorem 2.1  

The achromatic number of central graph of multi star 

graph is                            ,where   denotes 

the number of vertices in the multi star graph. 

Proof: 

 Let                     be a multi star graph formed 

by adding            leaves to the   nodes of   .Let   

be the total number of vertices in the multi star graph. That 

is               
 . In  
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                        the     leaf vertices are 

given     different colours and the remaining   vertices 

of the complete graph are coloured by   other 

colours.Hence         colours are needed to colour 

this graph and by this construction it is the maximal one, 

and it is achromatic. 

 

 
Example-1 

                                 

 

RESULTS 

Theorem 2.2 

The b-chromatic number of central graph of multi star 

graph 

                           
   

 

 
        

   
   

 
       

  

where   denotes the number of vertices in the multi star 

graph. 

Proof: 

Let                     be a multi star graph formed by 

adding            leaves to the   nodes of   .Let   be 

the total number of vertices in the multi star graph. That 

is                .In                        

we need     colours to colour the leaf vertices of 

                 Then the complete graph   can be 

coloured by 
 

 
colours if   is even. The same colour can be 

given to two adjacent vertices. In the case when   is odd we 

use 
    

 
colours to colour     vertices of    as in the 

above method. The last vertex can be coloured using any of 

the 
    

 
colours. This colouring is achromatic and it is the 

maximal one. 

 
Example-2      Example-3 

                                  

                               

3. The Achromatic and b-chromatic number of Central 

graph of Shadow graph of Star graphs 

The Structural properties of central graph of Shadow 

graph of Star graphs 

1. The number of vertices in the graph             is 

       

2. The number of edges in the graph            is   

         

3. The maximum degree in the graph             

is        

Theorem3.1 

The achromatic number of central graph of          is 

                      

Proof: Let     be the star graph. In           let 

           be the vertices of the first star graph and 

            be the corresponding vertices of the second 

star graph. By the definition of the shadow graph all the 

      are connected with    and all the       are connected 

with     In              subdivide all the edges of 

         once and join all the non-adjacent vertices. 
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Let       be the newly introduced vertex on the edge 

joining the vertices    and    and       be the vertex on the 

edge joining the vertices   and    where            Let 

     and       be the newly introduced vertices on the edges 

joining the vertices   ,   and   ,    respectively where 

           Consider the two sets of colours   
             and      

    
       

    Assign    to    and 

    to     where              
Hence the pairs of colours         and    

    
   where 

        are adjacent. The pair       
   is adjacent. For 

making the remaining pairs of colours adjacent for an 

achromatic colouring, consider the following procedure: For 

      assign    to the vertices      and     .For 

      assign    
 to the vertices      and        By this 

construction any pair of colours in      is adjacent by at 

least one edge and this colouring is the maximal possible 

one. Hence                        

 

 

Example-4                  

Theorem 3.2 

The b-chromatic number of central graph of          is 

                      

Proof: Let     be the star graph. In           let 

           be the vertices of the first star graph and 

           be the corresponding vertices of the second star 

graph. By the definition of the shadow graph all the    
    are 

connected with    and all the    
    are connected with 

    In              subdivide all the edges of         once 

and join all the non-adjacent vertices. 

Let       be the newly introduced vertex on the edge 

joining the vertices   and   and      be the vertex on the 

edge joining the vertices    and   where            Let 

     and      be the newly introduced vertices on the edges 

joining the vertices    ,   and    ,    respectively where 

             

Consider                    In                is 

adjacent to all other              and all      . Similarly 

               is adjacent to all other              and 

                  Also    is adjacent only to    and    is 

adjacent only to     Consider the two sets of colours 

                and                .To make the 

colouring as b-chromatic consider the following colouring 

procedure:  

 For       assign    
 to the vertices      

 For       assign    to the vertices      

 For       assign   to the vertices      and assign 

   to the vertex       
Here the representative vertices of the      colour 

classes that are adjacent to a vertex in every other class are 

                      

Hence                      

 

 

Example-5                 

4. The Achromatic and b-chromatic number of Central 

graph of Shadow graph of Double Star graph 

The Structural properties of central graph of Shadow 

graph of Double Star graph 

 

1. The number of vertices in               is   

         

2. The number of edges in              is   

         

Observation 4.1 

1. The achromatic number of central graph 

of              is                         

     
2. The b-chromatic number of central graph 

of              is                         

   

II. CONCLUSION 

In this research work, the achromatic and b-chromatic 

numbers of central graph of double star, triple star and any 

multi star graph have been discussed.Also,the structural 

properties, the achromatic and b-chromatic numbers of the 

central graphsof shadow graph of star graph and double star 

graph have been studied. 
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